Library Student Ratings – Summer 2016
Library as a Place – Facility and Services
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Article collections, research help and study room reservations.
I was really happy to work with the many resources UAS and the Juneau
community provides.
If they were open longer hours it would have been helpful.
The library printing resources were beneficial to the prosperity of the students
in the course. Students also spent a vast amount of time working in and from
the library, utilizing its resources.
The library was a great place to meet on the weekend to work on our project;
the wifi was great too!
They were very informative and helpful.
Utilized more time at SLAM and their resources, though it was nice to check out
books from UAS that were only available for in-museum use at SLAM.
The Egan Library was amazing.
I wish the library had at least the same hours as the Juneau Public libraries. Egan
closes too soon.
I couldn't live without them. They were wonderful!
I needed to print a few pages and the staff was very helpful and patient with
me.
The use of the library space was crucial for this course.
Library was generous in providing workspace and flexibility while on campus. I
would like to see more books online as a reference and tool for learning.
Our week in Juneau was spent in the UAS library; all staff members were very
courteous and helpful. I appreciate the time they spent helping us.
I'm really impressed with the library building, staff, resources, and features. I
found everything I needed electronically and often took advantage of the
inviting atmosphere of the study areas.
phenomenal facility and staff
The library wa great. Accessible, helpful and informative.
I spent so much time in the library researching, and those study rooms are the
best. I love the free printing!
Library needs to stay open longer.
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Great introduction, very knowledgable and helpful staff. The library should be
open longer on all days.
Great. Accessible, helpful and informative.
Library staff was knowledgeable, friendly, and helpful. However, library
resources and services were not necessary for this course.
Helpful when needed. Very accessible... great place to study and do work!
I was really happy to make use of the library and other institutions' resources.
More hours would have been nice open earlier on the weekends and later
during the week
Research help and study room reservations.
The library printing resources were beneficial to the prosperity of the students
in the course. Students also spent a vast amount of time working in and from
the library, utilizing its resources.
They were very helpful.
Excellent!
Nice to have a quiet place to study with helpful people. Kudos to the architect of
the building, it's beautiful.
noe used this semester other than quiet place to study
Olga was great, and printed us lots of things! We also had access to the library
to get work done during breaks.
I didn't really use these services for this class but they have worked well for me
in the past
I only needed to use the UAS library once; I found what I needed immediately.
research help
Great resources available at the library. Also, the instructor provided good
resource links in the syllabus for students to use.
THe library was very useful. I am very familiar with the library and its services.
Not enough employees.
I love the UAS LIbrary!!!!!
Library resources were a valuable asset and makes researching a lot easier.
Great Library staff and Resources and Services were conveniently located for
me.
We have a really nice library.
Great Library staff who was very accommodating and resources and services
conveniently located for me and the availability of the computer lab during

summer term was very helpful. Thanks to the staff and instructors and others
who have made my summer term successful.
MATH151- I adore the Egan Library. My favorite place in the world to drink coffee and do
TD1
homework. It's always quiet, clean, and so cozy. I wish the summer hours were
longer....
PSY101I thought it was a really neat tool with a lot of good information and found it
KD1
very resourceful.
PSY250They are wonderful and easily accessible when needed.
KD1
PSY375Its really too bad that printing will now cost the students & that the availability
J01
of inter-library loans will be cut down.

Library Instruction and User Education
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Excellent! Jonas was superb!
Thank you to Jonas for the research support.
The Library services and Staff played a CRITICAL role in student success in this
course. Jonas, Beatrice, and all other staff members were extremely
knowledgeable and helpful. I was very impressed. Many thanks!
They were very helpful. I think they can go straight into how to locate the articles
we need. We don't need an hour presentation.We just need a quick refresher
course.
Excellent Services! Jonah is awesome!
Thank you Jonas and library staff! I appreciated the summer hours and help.
These resources need to be introduced at the very first week of classes, so we
can hit the ground running with the other assignments.
The librarian helped me locate books. She went above and beyond to be sure I
had everything I needed.
I liked that we went over these sources in our first WebMeeting

Online Egan Library Services
ED333-JD1 Like many taking this class I live in an area that does not have a big library. Being
able to use the UAS resources was amazing!
ENGL111- I chatted with a librarian about something I needed help with and she was able
KD1
to assist me expediently. I thought it was pretty cool, I didn't even have to leave
the comfort of my home!
ENGL111- I liked how she provided links and information of where we can find resources
KD1
that we could use in our writing assignments.
ENGL111- The online portal for the Ebscohost was helpful, but limiting in the function of
KD1
basics items. It kept signing me out. Plus, over and over it wouldn't let me keep
open my previous window when I started a new search. To keep multiple docs
open I had to continuing sign into the UAS Library port. I spent an entire day of
research and lost all my papers I saved to the file because I didn't notice that the
system didn't keep me signed in.
HS203The library always provides me with great resources. Love their online databases
TD1
for scientific, peer reviewed articles. Any chance they can get to expand in that
area has the potential to improve student performance.
PADM601- I love having access to so many journals and the Ebscohost database.
JD1
PADM601- Too confusing to learn with too many options and pathway. I finally figured
JD1
things out but like most university environments, things get overly complicated.
In addition, the products do not work like the link between JSTOR and the New
Ref works
PADM601- Wealth of publications. Very helpful.
JD1
PADM610- The journal search is a great resource.
JD1
PADM671- The Library Resources were useful when looking for scholarly articles.
JD1
PS313Academic search premier, not Jstor.. but whatever
KD1
PS313Thank you for providing us access to JSTOR. I would not have succeeded in
KD1
college if it were not for access to that site.
PSY101I actually called in while online and had someone assist me. Which they did very
KD1
well.
PSY375The online library resources were very helpful when it came to writing my final
J01
paper.
SOC101Love JSTOR
KD1
ANTH205- Easy to use library search function, very helpful.
KD1

BA151-JD1 Excellent, and the instructor gave great ideas on how to research for the given
class topic. Actually the course was designed around building the project and
research for the duration of the course.
BA301-JD1 I tried to use the UAS Egan Library and the UAA Consortium Library to research
topics, however, I found both time consuming to find what I was looking for and
just stayed with researching using Google.
EDET678- I noticed that had I not be self-taught at handling the online library, there were
JD1
several times where no one would have been there to help me or get back to
me in a timely manner.
EDSE605- the resource was there but hard to access.
JD1
EDSE605- The UAS library services were difficult to navigate without any prior knowledge.
JD1
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I used these resources several times throughout the summer semester because
this course does not require a text book. So, reliable sources were very
important.
The UAS resources were almost as extensive as the State Archives, which was
very impressive and helpful.
I loved using JSTOR for this course! I hadn't used it for a while, but it was very
helpful with my weekly discussions
I strongly disapprove of the removal of so much printed material from the UAS
Egan Library.
There was a book we had to read for book club that I was able to borrow from
the library system.
Love the new children and Alaskan books section.
There was one journal I didn't have access to repeatedly during my research, it
might have been on social education. I can't remember now.
It would be nice to have more access to audio and visual media (like from the
Smithsonian, world music libraries)
It seems like there is more and more research available for the Instructional
Design and Technology program.
I could not have done this class without the library resources! They were so
essential!
Pysch INFO was easy to use
The resources were helpful to complete and achieve the goals of one of the
homework.

Other Comments
BA343-JD1

I am a UAF student taking UAS course by course requirement, so I just used
UAF library resources instead.
BIOL111The Consortium library is helpful for all UA courses. Since I am living out of
TD2
state, I did not access the UAS library.
COMM237- Im out of Kenai so I didnt use the UAS campus at all but I have before and
KD1
they've always been very helpful.
ED230-JD1 Since I live in Anchorage, I used UAA, the public library, and online resources as
my primary resources.
ED621BI utilized UAA's Consortium for the necessary materials relevant to this course.
JD1
ED621CI used UAA's Consortium for the materials needed for this course.
JD1
ENGL110I didn't use any resources this term as I am in Oregon currently and taking
KD1
classes via web from home for now. I have used these services in the past and
they were helpful.

Courses in which one or more student answered “didn’t use” or “n/a”
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